hello all,

does anyone know is it possible to deploy the latest OpenVZ on a SPARC machine? If someone have already deal with this issue, please share your experience!

best regards,
Angel

---

Subject: Re: OpenVZ on SPARC
Posted by kir on Fri, 27 Oct 2006 09:05:39 GMT

We'd be happy to port OpenVZ to SPARC (this should not take long and is pretty straightforward) -- the only problem is we do not have any SPARC hardware. As long as somebody will donate a box to us, we will do the port soon.

---

Subject: Re: OpenVZ on SPARC
Posted by dim on Fri, 27 Oct 2006 09:09:33 GMT

We are working on it right now.


BTW, if you have SPARC node and could give us access to it in order to build/debug our kernel and tools, it will be very helpfull. We'll compete with Kirill, who will start VE first.

---

Subject: Re: OpenVZ on SPARC
Posted by louferd on Wed, 04 Mar 2009 22:31:27 GMT

Would you guys still like access to a sparc node? I can probably make hardware available if you need a test platform.